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WHAT happens when a group of highly regarded 
international graffi ti writers with distinct fl avor and 
diverse interests teams up—sparks fl y! Acclaimed 
graffi ti collective The Exchange has created a stir 
with a dynamic and up-to-speed online style dia-
logue. Rime (Jersey Joe) got the ball rolling back in 
2005 with just six participants from the US, and to-
day the project boasts thirty-three members world-
wide. The idea is that members pair up and trade 
letter styles. The challenge for all involved is to rock 
diverse styles outside their usual comfort zones. 
Members rise to the occasion and push past limita-
tions. The results of these experiments are posted 
online to be applauded and critiqued by members. 
A verbal and visual style assault from some of the 
fi nest active writers across the globe: Ewok, Revok, 
Rime, Persue, Yes 2, Pose, Stae 2, Snow, Bates, 
Serch, Poet, Kacao 77, Scotty 76, Askew (just to 
name a few). Like the website, the book is jam-
packed with expert style antics. You might want to 
get your sketchbooks out and start taking notes.
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FROM HERE TO FAME PUBLISHING

supported by

ON THE RUN BOOKS together form an encyclopedia that catalogs graffi ti 
and urban art from around the world. Since 1990, the OTR team has built an 
ever-growing archive, eventually to be donated to the Museum of Urban Art, a 
project presently under development as part of the Campus of Urban Culture, 
which focuses on Hip Hop and graffi ti culture. With every title, we digitize and 
preserve original material from various key artists, and bring their story to the 
public. All this, and in keeping with our motto: KNOW YOUR HISTORY.

WHAT happens when a group of highly regarded 
international graffi ti writers with distinct fl avor and 
diverse interests teams up—sparks fl y! Acclaimed 
graffi ti collective The Exchange has created a stir 
with a dynamic and up-to-speed online style dia-
logue. Rime (Jersey Joe) got the ball rolling back in 
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REVOK / Los Angeles, USA / 2007

Unleashing his wrath on a myriad of US cities for over a decade, Revok is 
the quintessential urban artist at the dawn of the 21st century. The tales of his 
exploits have reached cult status within the graffiti world and he is arguably 
considered one of the most prolific practitioners in the genre. With a revolving 
door of style, he has left an indelible mark on Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
and Atlanta, not to mention dropping gems in 20 other US cities as well as 
Tokyo and Europe. His skills have helped shape the image of clients including 
Toyota, MGM, HBO, Dickies, Red Bull and several recording artists.

ReVOK MsK; lOs angeles, Usa

KnOwn for versatile, adventurous letter style, Rime (also 
known as Jersey Joe) has dedicated his life to traveling and 
painting graffiti since 1991. Joe began painting graffiti on Stat-
en Island, and spent the next years developing his talent in 
different areas of New York City, New Jersey, and various cities 
in Europe, earning international recognition under the handles 
Rime and Jersey Joe. Expanding his focus from outdoor paint-
ings in risky locations to also produce work for gallery shows, 

RiMe MsK; lOs angeles, Usa

RIME / Los Angeles, USA / 2009

Joe found himself simultaneously pursuing both graffiti and 
fine art, and has come to use both terms interchangeably in 
reference to his own work. Joe’s pieces combine vivid colors, 
precise lines, and bold, playful concepts that truly stand in a 
class of their own. To date, Joe has painted graffiti in countries 
around the world, where many of his works are still exhibited in 
original form for public viewing. Aside from being featured in a 
variety of private and corporate design projects, books, maga-
zines, and videos, Joe was hired by non-profit organizations in 
Los Angeles to create a curriculum for a graffiti program taught 
to kids at inner-city public schools. Joe is currently based in 
Los Angeles and represents the Mad Society Kings.

As an answer to a personal need for evolution in the 
stylistic approach to his pieces, Joe founded The Exchange 
in 2005, which developed from Joe’s initial idea and casual 
e-mails between friends, into a worldwide project featuring 
dozens of artists.
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RIME: This was the first Exchange piece 
ever painted. It was done in early winter, in 
Brooklyn, 2005. It was really a challenge try-
ing to work Sever’s long, whipping strokes. 
From painting this piece I learned to better 
plan out my painting process. I remember 
concentrating on building the letters and get-
ting them right. Once that was set, I went in 
and laid the whips over the letters.

exchanges ROUnD 1

RIME sketch by SEVER / 2005

RIME paints a SEVER style sketch / New York City, USA / 2005

YES 2 paints a REVOK style sketch / New York City, USA / 2005

YES 2 sketches by REVOK / 2005

YES 2: Having been a fan of Revok’s style and work ethic since the 
90s, I was open to paint his sketch. This was the first time I’d painted 
a sketch of my name drawn by someone else, let alone someone 
who had a style very different from what I was used to painting. I 
liked the sketch at first glance but when putting up the first outline I 
realized I had not really broken it down to what was what, as far as 
connections, bars, and letters connecting and working together. This 
posed a challenge. Normally this would already be worked out in my 
head if I had drawn my own sketch, just by coming up with the style 
and putting it on paper — a rehearsal I had skipped. I realized I would 
struggle to pull off the performance and wow the crowd. I painted 
the piece early in the morning along some tracks. As the sun was 
coming up I was laying down the final outline and by that time, after 
going through all the steps of painting the piece, I understood the 
style. As I climbed to the adjacent elevated tracks to get the photo, 
seeing the foreign style and the colors glowing in the morning sun, I 
was digging the results and was hyped to paint another new style.
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Kacao 77: The 2008 version was a 3-day mission. Since I’d painted the sketch 
in one day in 2005, I took lessons from some of the difficulties I’d had. This 
time, I had a lot of colors in my bag to fade it correctly like Rime’s sketch. The 
outlines came quicker than with the first version because I remembered the 
tough spots and also had fun doing it. Coloring it was another thing. Each 
letter took me lots of time! I had to look closely and transfer it right to the wall. 

KACAO sketch by RIME / 2005

It was nice to blend the fading with 13 colors but it was still hard work. Every-
thing came out well — the style, colors, composition, tags and logos. On the 
third day I decided to change the background from white to black. It looked 
fresh on the sketch but boring on the wall, so I made the background black 
with some stars to finish off the new version of Rime’s sketch.

KACAO 77 repaints the RIME style sketch / Berlin, Germany / 2008

“  The most fun to sketch was Kacao77 because I love to add a 
number to the piece … it gives it that old school vibe!” SERCH 

KACAO 77 paints a RIME style sketch / Berlin, Germany / 2005

KACAO 77 paints a SERCH style sketch / Berlin, Germany / 2008
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BATES paints a KACAO 77 style sketch / Malmö, Sweden / 2007

BATES sketch by KACAO 77 / 2007

BatES: Painting the wild Kacao 77 outline took me a lot of time and patience to rock... It 
was not an easy job!

Kacao 77: Bates executed the outline 100%. I can feel how much work he put into it. The 
style came out good with everything in it. He understood the way I wrote his name and fol-
lowed all connections and lines. He didn’t change some corners or miss some lines. Paid 
attention to every detail. When I did the series I painted in one row, I had the idea to place 
the designs and keep the fill-in free. Bates kept it white inside and powered the sketch exactly 
the way I drew it. The result is good work, all four thumbs up!

SEVER paints a TOTEM 2 style sketch / Atlanta, USA / 2006

SEVER: Totem’s [sketch] was by far the toughest... Just trying to match the sketch exactly, his work was the most complex.
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“  The real highlight was the tour. That was 
something I’ve never experienced, you know? 
Every city we went to we were treated like graffiti 
superstars. Bizarre, you know? It was more than 
nice, it was amazing. I think that’s a once-in-a-
lifetime experience. I can easily say.” SERCH

EWOK, AROE, REVOK, RIME, ESTEME, SEVER, SERCH, PERSUE, KACAO 77, YES 2, SNOW, BATES / Los Angeles, USA / 2007 

when we arrive in LA, we get some greasy Mexi-
can food and scout out wall possibilities for the 
next day. We settle on a big wall at 2nd and Gary 
Street. Everyone is excited because we are going 
to stack pieces, a nice contrast to the overlapping 
free-for-all in San Fran. We wake up, set up scaf-

folding and get busy. Two days later, the scaffold-
ing-moving, paint-carrying and eating too much 
Subway pays off. The pieces show the signature 
elements of everyone’s individual style. Kacao ties 
it all to together with The Exchange Logo and we 
run to our show at the Ghetto Gloss gallery.

Boards are already set up and the European 
contingent of the trip (Bates, Kacao and Serch) 
get busy for a waiting crowd. This was the largest 
crowd of the tour, as many members are from the 
area. We drink, hit books and talk to girls until the 
sun comes up. 

lOs angeles by ESTEME
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EWoK: In the future, I am most interested in doing 
more ‘live exchanges’ at the wall or coming up with 
new ways to hybrid pieces with other writers. I feel 
like working with other people’s letters is liberating 
in many ways and breaks the monotony of doing 
my same letters over and over again. It’s also a 
good exercise in drawing whole sketches... Nor-
mally, when I do draw letters, I just do my ‘E’s or 
my ‘K’s and try to freestyle the rest. Drawing more 
is good discipline and saves time trying to figure 
stuff out on the wall.

Nighttime freestyles: RIME painted by EWOK, EWOK painted by RIME, RUETS painted by REVOK, REVOK painted by RUETS and a YESMA piece / Los Angeles, USA / 2009

RIME painted by EWOK, EWOK painted by RIME / Los Angeles, USA / 2007

On The spOT exchanging

RIME: For the wall below we decided to take The 
Exchange project in a slightly different direction. We 
showed up to the wall all late and with no sketches, 
our plan was to bounce around and contribute a bit 
to each piece on the wall. We decided that each of 
us would sketch two letters of each other’s name. 
What I mean is, for Ewok I painted the initial sketch 

Hybrid freestyles by EWOK, RIME and POSE / Los Angeles, USA / 2009

of the ‘E’ and ‘W’, then Pose sketched his ‘O’ and 
‘K’. For Pose, Ewok sketched the ‘P’ and ‘O’ and I 
sketched the ‘S’ and ‘E’. For the Rime piece, Pose 
sketched the ‘R’ and ‘I’, followed by Ewok’s rough 
sketch of the ‘M’ and ‘E’. Overall this was an inter-
esting experience. It’s been a while since I tried 
painting a capital ‘I’. If you look closely you can see 
how each of us changed what we were given and 
in that process, made it our own… Word.


